
Underwater JCB digger  

ROV decommissioning Sellafield ponds. 

James Fisher Nuclear (JFN) was 

engaged by Sellafield Ltd to 

develop a solution to carry out  

Segregation and export of swarf 

waste materials from the Pile 

Fuel Storage Pond . 

 

Key requirements: 

Provide a remotely operated, fully functional, 

excavator for use underwater in hazardous 

environments, with the means to clear 

structural steel members and general debris 

from variety of work areas and provide an 

efficient means by which to sort and segregate 

hazardous material for safe removal. In 

addition: 

 Provide means by which to clean in-

pond structures (brush attachment) 

 Provide grab/shear attachment to size 

reduce variety of in-pond waste 

The excavator needed to have surveillance 

cameras on-board to enable operation via 

monitors housed on the control desk. 

The ROV operator’s control desk must be able 

to relay live video monitoring of activities, and 

have ability to relay video feed from 

surveillance ROV for additional 

operational support. 

The excavator was also required to 

provide additional hydraulic input/output to 

power standard excavator tooling by 

means of quick-connect couplers on the 

excavator arm. 

All components, from the excavator itself 

to all ancillary equipment needed to be CE 

marked and meet all relevant European 

safety standards. 

Solution: 
 

JFN took a standard COTS JCB 8010 one 

tonne Micro-digger and converted it to run 

from a remote hydraulic power pack, using an 

ROV Valve-pack on board the excavator to 

control individual functions utilising one 

industry proven solution. 

JFN designed a remotely situated control desk 

to allow operators to drive the excavator from 

a safe position via dual monitors mounted on 

the desk, relaying video from 4 fixed position 

ROV cameras and 1 pan/tilt/zoom camera, 

allowing visibility of machine extremities, as 

well as ability to ‘look’ at specific points on the 

digger, and specific in-pond points of interest. 

This provided simple and familiar controls for 

the operator that were based on ROV type 
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control stations  already widely in use within the 

Sellafield operating environment. A variety of ‘off the 

shelf’ end effectors can be used including a rotatable 

clamshell grab, along with standard buckets. 

Secondary supply  
As a result of the successful deployment of the 1 tonne 

JCB, a larger JCB8026 (3 tonne) for bulk clearing work 

and heavier duty operations was developed and is 

currently under construction. 

This will be supplied with similar control system, which 

includes enhancements identified from initial machine in 

service feedback. 

Benefits: 

Remote operated excavators allow safe underwater 

activities to be undertaken by 1 operator (2 advised if 

ROV monitoring adopted). The ROV style control 

system provides familiar, easy 

to use joystick control of machine and on board 

surveillance. 

The available excavator size covered by the existing 

design ranges from 1 to 3 tonnes, although larger 

machines can be developed. 

Off the shelf end effectors can be used to suit specific 

task requirements, from sort and segregation, to 

cleaning, to size reducing and auxiliary hydraulic ports 

allow quick connect supply to multifunction end effectors 

(such as rotating grabs etc) 

To develop bespoke tooling for more specialist 

applications, JFN can provide comprehensive design 

expertise to enable task specific tooling and 

functionality. 
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